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dear friend of knom,

It’s hard to believe that another
Thanksgiving is almost here, but this year,
through your support, we have so much for
which to be thankful.
Our mission is keeping busy, with both
volunteers and staff actively keeping tabs on
what’s happening in our region – which, as
you’ll read on pages 2 and 3, occasionally
means crossing the Bering Strait into Russia.
Don’t miss the account of our news director’s
incredible trip to the northeastern tip of Russia, to report on an international conference
whose emphasis upon traditional culture cuts
to the core of our mission.
Back in Nome, your support continues
to make a difference every day: whether it’s
in keeping our weather forecasts up-to-date
(lately it’s been a lot of rain, and soon it’ll be
snow) or in broadcasting the nightly Rosary
and Sunday Mass to thousands of rural, isolated Catholics throughout the Alaskan Bush.
You’re bettering the lives of our listeners in
palpable ways, and as you’ll read at right, that
impact continues even amid the frigid weather that lies ahead, thanks to preventative steps
that we take, each year, at our facilities.
Finally, we’re excited to announce the
launch of KNOM’s redesigned website! We
invite you to visit, whether it’s on a computer,
smartphone, or tablet. More on page 4.
From all of us at KNOM Radio Mission,
all blessings and peace for a happy, healthy,
and restful Thanksgiving. As we sing “We
Gather Together” at Mass this month, we’ll be
reminded of the incredible KNOM family that,
together, makes so much possible.

Jesus teaches a lesson we spend
a whole lifetime trying to learn:
people need loving the most
when they deserve it the least.

preparing for winter

In the photo above, volunteer Tara Cicatello
is throwing the switch for our FM transmitter tower’s
de-icing mechanism – but she may as well be throwing the switch for winter itself. As you read this, we’re
at the start of our long, sub-Arctic winter.
As rain and mud turn to snow and ice underfoot, we, like our listeners, are taking all the steps
you’d expect to prepare for the colder months to
come. In particular, we’re making sure our transmitters and other facilities are ready for a half-year of
snow, frigid winds, sub-zero temperatures, and ice.
It’s this latter problem that the de-icer combats. The metal tubing of FM transmitter towers – like
KNOM’s 90-foot tower, pictured – are set at precise
lengths and angles to suit the frequency of the station
(in our case, 96.1 FM). When ice forms on the tower,
the tubes effectively become longer, which not only
weakens the signal but can actually cause damage.
The de-icer prevents these hazards, and it does
so economically: by dynamically activating only when
the temperature falls below a certain range. Thanks to
your support, we’re doing all we can to keep our signal broadcasting – through rain, sleet, snow, and ice.

from alaska to russia, with love

News director Laureli Kinneen was able to
take advantage of an incredible opportunity this fall: to
report, on location, from an international conference
in Anadyr (AH-nuh-deer), a city in the northeastern
Russian region of Chukotka (choo-COAT-kuh). The
gathering – The Beringia Days International Conference – brought together researchers and cultural
representatives from both sides of the Bering Strait.
As Laureli describes, the conference was not
only a meeting of minds, but also a gathering connecting the cultures – and hearts – of her home
region with Alaska’s neighbors to the west:
The flight was just an hour and 45 minutes.
Twenty nine of us left Nome on September 25th,
and when we landed, there was cheering, clapping, and wonder by those of us who’d never
set foot on Russian soil. To think that, a little
more than 25 years ago, a flight like this would
have been impossible, I knew at the time that
our flight was a reason to celebrate. However, I
would learn through the course of the next four
days how celebratory that flight truly was.
In the weeks leading up to the flight, I’d
prepared myself for the possibility of staying in
Nome and missing the entire trip. But it arrived:
my visa. Five days before we left. My name was
stamped in Russian inside my passport, and I
quickly found myself in the land of tomorrow –
in a place where I could not order myself breakfast. Or coffee. Or ask where the bathroom was.
“Spasibo” (spa-SEE-buh), I learned quickly.
Thank you.
The conference began a day later, and 29 of
us, mainly Alaskans, strapped on our earpieces
and listened to the presentations translated from
Russian to English. Thanks to a travel scholarship and support from the Institute of the North,
I provided coverage of the conference for our
listeners in my home region in Western Alaska.
It was on the first day of the gathering that
I met and had the privilege to interview Айнана
(uh-YAW-nguh), an elder of Anadyr. She spoke
of times during the “Wall of Ice” when she
watched her parents walk to the shores of the
western side of the Bering Strait and look toward
Alaska’s St. Lawrence Island, where their relatives lived – relatives they were not allowed to
visit during those 40 years. She said it was sad
seeing them long for family, but she also spoke

of the hope that she maintained. I spoke with her
through a special interpreter: my friend John
Waghiyi (WAH-hee) from Savoonga, a community on the same island as Айнана’s ancestors.
All around me, family from different countries spoke the same language. With tears, with
smiles, and with thankfulness, they shared about
the beauty to simply embrace. To sing together.
To talk. To be in the same room. To be family.
On that final day of the conference, I began
to understand. We – the indigenous people from
both sides of the Bering Strait, of the same country but separated by nations – got together. I was
in a room where the girls looked like my cousins.
The women looked like my aunties. They smiled
and laughed like them, prepared food and drank
tea like them. They sang and danced the traditional songs like my friends on St. Lawrence
Island. It was all very familiar.
On that final night, the gray-haired Айнана
bossed me around as my grandmother would
have. I was honored to grab her a cup of black
tea – and then return for a cube of sugar, my
heart full. “Spasibo” and a smile from the strong
woman, and I felt I belonged. We are the same.
We flew back to Nome the following day.
With new friends, new insight, and the eastern
shores of Russia now alive in my mind with color, faces, and songs, I am simply grateful. I will
never know the deep longing Айнана’s parents
had for their relatives on St. Lawrence Island.
But the other day I was walking on the beach in
Nome and thought of Anadyr. I looked out and
wondered what my friends were doing.
The Beringia Days Conference will return to
Alaska in 2015. Laureli is already looking forward to
reuniting with friends and, thanks to you, sharing their
stories with our listeners. There’s even more of Laureli’s narrative that, for space reasons, we weren’t able
to include here; find the full text online at knom.org.
Photos (top to bottom, left to right): boarding
Russian-bound planes in Nome; observing presentations (via interpreters) at the conference; Laureli
(wearing a winter hat) and fellow American visitors in
Anadyr; a performance of traditional Chukotkan music, similar in many respects to that of Western Alaska;
Айнана (far right) talks with interpreter John Waghiyi
(in polo shirt, holding a traditional drum); a Catholic
church and city buildings in Anadyr. Thanks to Karlin
Itchoak of the Institute of the North for these photos!

Time on your knees will improve your
standing.

a new knom.org

Our online home has a brand-new redesign!
The new knom.org, which is being finalized as
we go to press, offers lots of new enhancements; perhaps the most obvious of these is the site’s new responsive design, which means the site is now fully
compatible with almost any internet-capable device:
desktop computer, laptop, tablet, or smartphone. The
photo shows our new site viewed on a cellphone.
What can folks do online? Listeners can send
us messages (like those pictured) for our very popular
Hotlines program and other shows. Potential volunteers can download application forms. Supporters
can give online, see the progress of our digital studios
campaign, and find lots more inspirational spots.
Thanks to you, our website is also the home
to much of KNOM’s news programming: whether it’s
reports from Russia or the Iditarod Trail (pictured).

Lord, help me to be the person my dog
thinks I am.

an opportunity to save on taxes

Good news: some of our elder supporters may
be able to reduce their taxable income for 2013.
Individuals 70 ½ years or older who are required to withdraw a minimum distribution from their
IRA can instead instruct their financial manager to
make a distribution directly to KNOM, thus reducing
taxable income. (Be sure to check with your accountant to see if your gift would qualify.)
The Tax ID number for KNOM, a 501(c)(3) charity, is 27-0518406. If interested, please notify our business department so we may issue a proper receipt for
your direct IRA distribution; email business@knom.
org or call 907-443-5221. We’ll be happy to help!

take knom with you

Want to read this newsletter on your smartphone, tablet, or other internetcapable mobile device? If your device has a QR code scanner, just scan the bar
code at right. Or, simply visit this address (on any device): knom.org/static/585.

Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

